
Ottaniqo launches Falconer, a perfume line
inspired by the exclusive world of the falconers
Ottaniqo the perfumes atelier in Dubai launch the
new exclusives fragrances Falconer - Eau de
Toilette and Eau de Perfume dual version for men
and women

DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES, June 24, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- DUBAI, 24 June 2017 /PR:
OTTANIQO announces the debut of FALCONER a
new perfumery line of intense fragrances launched
at the international exhibition Beautyworld Middle
East 2017 in Dubai. 
FALCONER collection is inspired by the art of
falconry, the so-called “sport of kings, queens, and
emperors” all over the world.  It's intense
fragrances celebrate the spirit of the visionaries,
enhancing their focus on their goals to transform
their aspirations into reality. 
Creating the new line, Ottavia Molinari and
Nicoletta Danieli - partners of OTTANIQO
perfumery atelier - collaborated with Italian
fragrance specialists to develop unique and
sophisticated handcrafted scents, combining the
finest ingredients from East and West through
traditional and antique Italian techniques. 
The FALCONER’s logo represents the typical falconer’s glove decorated with traditional Arabian
geometrical patterns that hold its faithful falcon. The art of falconry have begun as early as 2000 B.C.
in Mesopotamia and historically was a popular sport and a status symbol among the noble class of
medieval Europe, in the Middle East and the Mongolian Empire; it was generally a privilege of
emperors and the aristocracy.  
Falconry is still practiced in many countries around the world by amateurs and professionals of all
backgrounds, remaining an important part of heritage and culture. In fact, UNESCO has inscribed the
falconry as a shared intangible heritage element of several countries.
“AQUA and FLOWERY are the two new strong and confident scents of the FALCONER lines for
women, while FOREST and ORIENTAL are the powerful and long lasting essences dedicated to men”
Ottavia Molinari explains.
“The FALCONER perfumes collection is dedicated to passionate and visionary men and women that
appreciate the most exquisite things in life,” says Nicoletta Danieli. 
FLOWERY can be described as an oriental blooming, sensual and feminine essence with a twist of
cassis, lemon for freshness, Italian bergamot, fruity notes and juicy sweet orange. At its heart,
heliotrope, sweet woods and a floral bouquet of white flowers continue the notes, followed by oriental
amber, pure white musk, vanilla and sweet caramelized sugar that create the last impression. 

AQUA is a blend of aquatic and fruity essences with wild blackcurrant and pear, creating a modern,
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classy and unique fragrance for passionate
women. In the heart notes a reunion of exotic
iris, oriental jasmine, fragrant orange flowers
and tonka beans leave a soothing effect while
the tropical minty patchouli, vanilla, caramelized
sugar define the final notes.

At the top ORIENTAL, a unisex luxury fragrance,
immediately opens with a powerful oriental
incense, a blend of sparkling grapefruit,
lavender, and Artemisia as aromatic and
energizing flowers. A combination of tobacco,
spicy notes, and leather add intensity to the
perfume while a rare Arabian Oudh and amber
provide an oriental balanced final touch to the
atmosphere.
FOREST gratifies the olfactory experience with
the freshness of passionate masculine aquatic
green notes. Blended with pineapple, hyacinth,
and warm cedar foliage notes, traces of
Peruvian flowers Shinus Molle, jasmine, iris and
rose damascene form a warm, spicy bouquet
and diverse middle notes. Base notes of amber,
vanilla, seductive Patchouli, white musk and
spicy Vetiver complete this exotic, powerful and
unique fragrance for men.
Shot by renewed photographer Luciano Calore
of MC Studios srl in Italy. 

Fragrance  Notes  : 

Falconer - Oriental
Head: Grapefruit, Lavender, Artemisia.
Heart: Tobacco, Spicy Notes, Leather.
Base: Oud, Amber

Falconer - Forest
HEAD: Pineapple, Hyacinth, Cedar Leaves,
Aquatic Notes.
HEART: Shinus Molle, Jasmin, Iris, Rose
Damascene.
BASE: Amber, Vanilla, Patchouly, White Musk,
Vetiver

Falconer - Aqua
HEAD: Blackcurrant, Pear.
HEART: Iris, Jasmin, Orange Flowers, Tonka
Beans.
BASE: Patchouly, Vanilla, Caramelised Sugar.

Falconer -  Flowery
HEAD: Cassis, Lemon, Italian Bergamot, Fruity Notes, Sweet Orange
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HEART: Heliotrope, Sandal, Sweet Woods, White Flowers
BASE: Amber, White Musk, Vanilla, Caramelized Sugar.

About Ottaniqo 
Ottaniqo is a fragrances and gift atelier Dubai created by Ottavia Molinari and Nicoletta Danieli.

OTTANIQO designs and creates signature fragrances for children, women, and men together with a
series of classy accessories and gift items. 

The logo OTTANIQO, reminiscent of Arabic geometrical patterns, is composed of twelve interlocking
circles symbolizing the twelve months of sunshine in Dubai, contained by the initial O of the brand.
The brand is solar, exotic, innovative, positive, connected to the world influenced by the spirit of the
Emirate.

Ottaniqo operates through Argento LLC.
Media Contact: info@argentodubai.com 
Phone: +971 4 3388008
Emails: ottavia@ottaniqo.com; nicoletta@ottaniqo.com  
www.ottaniqo.com  /   Argento LLC

Ottavia Molinari
Argento LLC
+971506582953
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